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IXS2022 – the long and winding road
• IXS International Conference series started in Krakow in 1992, covering 

Compton Scattering and non-resonant inelastic hard X-ray scattering, with 
soft X-ray resonant scattering introduced about 10 years ago and now the 
dominant subject
• Diamond originally bid to host the IXS conference in 2013 – and the first 

time for the UK - led by Ke-Jin Zhou
• Originally planned to be held in 2021, but due to the pandemic it was 

decided to postpone to 2022 to ensure in-person participation
• This week we welcome 120 delegates from 14 different countries
• Two thirds of the audience have travelled from Europe and further abroad 

to be here – thank you !



Auspicious timing: 75 years of synchrotron 
radiation
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Impossible measurements….



Impossible measurements…become possible
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Broadening reach of science
• Quantum Materials I, II and III

• Functional Materials

• Energy and Catalytic Materials

• Time Domain Spectroscopy

• Novel Instruments and Methods

• Soft Extreme Conditions



Melting of charge order by quantum 
fluctuations in cuprates

Quantum fluctuation associated with charge 
order in Bi2212 cuprate superconductors



Electron-phonon interactions in graphite 

Energy tuned to probe phonon interactions 
with specific energy states: C s and p



Performance of energy materials

Oxygen-redox cathodes – Na+-rich batteries and 
formation of molecular oxygen species



Challenges and opportunities
• Lower the energy resolution below 10 meV (at 1 KeV with reasonable 

photon flux)  – requiring super high quality optics, yet more precise 
and stable engineering solutions and perhaps completely new optical 
concepts
• Extend availability of time-resolved RIXS, building on pioneers such 

Heisenberg RIXS at XFEL, Furka at SwissFEL, qRIXS at LCLS-II, RIXS at 
SHINE…
• Increased automation all the way from sample handling to data 

processing, particularly important for non-expert users
• Complementary theoretical modelling



Bringing techniques together



Strength in numbers
• Text 



Thank you
• 9 plenary speakers
• 41 invited speakers
• 8 sponsors:

- Brookhaven National Laboratory
- Bestec
- CINEL
- DECTRIS
- ExPaNDS
- FMB Oxford
- Lightsources.org
- JTEC Corporation

• 14 contributing speakers
• 33 poster presenters
• 52 members that make up the:

- Local Organising Committee
- International Steering Committee
- International Programme Committee

• IXS2019 hosts Brookhaven National 
Laboratory for their guidance and 
support throughout the planning

We hope you enjoy the conference!
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